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Abstract
The probabilistic bisimilarity distance of Deng et al. has been proposed as a robust quantitative
generalization of Segala and Lynch’s probabilistic bisimilarity for probabilistic automata. In this
paper, we present a novel characterization of the bisimilarity distance as the solution of a simple
stochastic game. The characterization gives us an algorithm to compute the distances by applying
Condon’s simple policy iteration on these games. The correctness of Condon’s approach, however,
relies on the assumption that the games are stopping. Our games may be non-stopping in general,
yet we are able to prove termination for this extended class of games. Already other algorithms have
been proposed in the literature to compute these distances, with complexity in UP ∩ coUP and
PPAD. Despite the theoretical relevance, these algorithms are inefficient in practice. To the best of
our knowledge, our algorithm is the first practical solution. In the proofs of all the above-mentioned
results, an alternative presentation of the Hausdorff distance due to Mémoli plays a central rôle.
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1 Introduction
In [18], Giacalone et al. observed that for reasoning about the behaviour of probabilistic
systems, rather than equivalences, a notion of distance is more reasonable in practice since it
permits to capture the degree of difference between two states. This observation motivated
the study of behavioural pseudometrics, that generalize behavioural equivalences in the sense
that, when the distance is zero then the two states are behaviourally equivalent.
The systems we consider in this paper are labelled probabilistic automata. This model
was introduced by Segala [32] to capture both nondeterminism (hence, concurrency) and
probabilistic behaviours. The labels on states are used to express that certain properties of
interest hold in particular states. Below we consider an example of probabilistic automaton
describing two gamblers, f and b, deciding on which team to bet on in a football match.
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Typically the two gamblers know the team to bet on, but occasionally they prefer to toss a
coin to make a decision. This is represented by the three probabilistic transitions in the state
f . The first two take f to state h (head) or t (tail) with probability one, the last takes f to
states h and t with probability 12 each. The difference between f and b is that the former
uses a fair coin while the latter uses a biased coin landing on heads with slightly higher
probability. Once the decision is taken, it is not changed anymore. This is seen on states h
and t which have a single probabilistic transition taking the state to itself with probability
one. The states h and t have distinct labels, here represented by colours.
A behavioural pseudometric for probabilistic automata capturing this difference is the
probabilistic bisimilarity distance by Deng et al. [12], introduced as a robust generalization of
Segala and Lynch’s probabilistic bisimilarity [33]. The key ingredients of this pseudometric
are the Hausdorff metric [19] and the Kantorovich metric [22], respectively used to capture
nondeterministic and probabilistic behaviour. In the example above, the behaviours of the
states h and t are very different since their labels are different. As a result, their probabilistic
bisimilarity distance is one. On the other hand, the behaviours of the states f and b are very
similar, which is reflected by the fact that their probabilistic bisimilarity distance is 1100 .
The first attempt to compute the above distance is due to Chen et al. [9], who proposed a
doubly exponential-time procedure to approximate the distances up to any degree of accuracy.
The complexity was later improved to PSPACE by Chattarjee et al. [6, 7]. Their solutions
exploit the decision procedure for the existential fragment of the first-order theory of reals.
It is worth noting that [9, 6] consider the pseudometric that does not discount the future
(a.k.a. undiscounted distance) which entails additional algorithmic challenges. Later, Fu [16]
showed that the distances have rational values and that computing the discounted distance
can be done in polynomial time by using a value-iteration procedure in combination with the
continued fraction algorithm [31, Section 6]. As for the undiscounted distance, he showed that
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the threshold problem, i.e., deciding whether the distance is smaller than a given rational,
is in NP ∩ coNP1. Van Breugel and Worrell [40] have later shown that the problem is in
PPAD, which is short for polynomial parity argument in a directed graph. Notably, their
proof exploits a characterization of the distance as a simple stochastic game. Despite the
theoretical relevance of the above algorithms, their implementations are inefficient in practice
since they require the use of exact computer arithmetic making it difficult to handle models
with more than five states. In this paper, we propose an alternative approach that is inspired
by the successful implementations of similar pseudometrics on Markov chains [1, 37, 38].
Our solution is based on a novel characterization of the probabilistic bisimilarity distance as
the solution of a simple stochastic game. Stochastic games were introduced by Shapley [34]. A
simplified version of these games, called simple stochastic games, were studied by Condon [11].
Several algorithms have been proposed to compute the value function of a simple stochastic
game, many using policy iteration. Condon [10] proposed an algorithm, known as simple
policy iteration, that switches only one non-optimal choice per iteration. The correctness of
Condon’s algorithm, however, relies on the assumption that the game is stopping.
It turns out that the simple stochastic games characterizing the probabilistic bisimilarity
distances are stopping only when the distances discount the future. In the case the distance
is non-discounting, the corresponding games may not be stopping. To recover correctness of
the policy iteration procedure we adapt Condon’s simple policy iteration algorithm by adding
a non-local update of the strategy of the min player and an extra termination condition based
on a notion of “self-closed” relation due to Fu [16]. The practical efficiency of our algorithm
has been evaluated on a significant set of randomly generated probabilistic automata. The
results show that our algorithm performs better than the corresponding iterative algorithms
proposed for the discounted distances in [16], even though the theoretical complexity of our
proposal is exponential in the worst case (cf. [37]) whereas Fu’s is polynomial.
The implementation of the algorithms exploits a coupling structure characterization of
the distance that allows us to skip the construction of the simple stochastic game which may
result in an exponential blow up of the memory required for storing the game. Finally, we
remark that in the proofs of most of the above mentioned results a dual representation of
the Hausdorff distance due to Mémoli [26] plays a central rôle.
2 Preliminaries and Notation
The set of functions f from X to Y is denoted by Y X . We denote by f [x/y] ∈ Y X the update
of f at x ∈ X with y ∈ Y , defined by f [x/y](x′) = y if x′ = x, otherwise f [x/y](x′) = f(x′).
A (1-bounded) pseudometric on a set X is a function d : X × X → [0, 1] such that,
d(x, x) = 0, d(x, y) = d(y, x), and d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) + d(z, y) for all x, y, z ∈ X.
Kantorovich lifting. A (discrete) probability distribution on X is a function µ : X → [0, 1]
such that
∑
x∈X µ(x) = 1, and its support is supp(µ) = {x ∈ X | µ(x) > 0}. We denote by
D(X) the set of probability distributions on X. A pseudometric d on X can be lifted to a
pseudometric on probability distributions in D(X) by means of the Kantorovich lifting [41].
The Kantorovich lifting of d ∈ [0, 1]X×X on distributions µ, ν ∈ D(X) is defined by
K(d)(µ, ν) = min
{∑
x,y∈X d(x, y) · ω(x, y) | ω ∈ Ω(µ, ν)
}
, (Kantorovich lifting)
1 The same proof can be adapted to show that the decision problem is in UP ∩ coUP [17]. Recall that
UP contains those problems in NP with a unique accepting computation.
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where Ω(µ, ν) denotes the set of measure-couplings for the pair (µ, ν), i.e., distributions
ω ∈ D(X × X) such that, for all x ∈ X,
∑
y∈X ω(x, y) = µ(x) and
∑
y∈X ω(y, x) = ν(x).
It is a well known fact that the Kantorovich lifting can be equivalently defined by ranging
ω over the set of vertices V (Ω(µ, ν)) of the polytope Ω(µ, ν). Thus, a minimum is always
attained at a vertex. Furthermore, if the set X is finite, the set V (Ω(µ, ν)) is finite too.
Hausdorff lifting. A pseudometric d on X can be lifted to nonempty subsets of X by
means of the Hausdorff lifting. The Hausdorff lifting of d ∈ [0, 1]X×X on nonempty subsets
A,B ⊆ X is defined by
H(d)(A,B) = max {supa∈A infb∈B d(a, b), supb∈B infa∈A d(a, b)} . (Hausdorff lifting)
Following Mémoli [26, Lemma 3.1], the Hausdorff lifting has a dual characterization in
terms of set-couplings2. Given A,B ⊆ X, a set-coupling for (A,B) is a relation R ⊆ X ×X
with left and right projections respectively equal to A and B, i.e., {a | ∃b ∈ X. a R b} = A
and {b | ∃a ∈ X. a R b} = B. We write R(A,B) for the set of the set-couplings for (A,B).
I Theorem 1. H(d)(A,B) = inf{sup(a,b)∈R d(a, b) | R ∈ R(A,B)}.
Clearly, for A,B finite, inf and sup in Theorem 1 can be replaced by min and max, respectively.
3 Probabilistic Automata and Probabilistic Bisimilarity Distance
In this section we recall the definitions of probabilistic automaton, Segala and Lynch’s
probabilistic bisimulation [33], and probabilistic bisimilarity distance of Deng et al. [12].
I Definition 2. A probabilistic automaton (PA) is a tuple A = (S,L,→, `) consisting of
a nonempty finite set S of states, a finite set of labels L, a finite total transition relation
→ ⊆ S ×D(S), and a labelling function ` : S → L.
Note that for simplicity we assume the transition relation → to be total, that is, for all
s ∈ S, there exists a µ ∈ D(S) such that (s, µ) ∈ →. For the remainder of this paper we fix
a probabilistic automaton A = (S,L,→, `). We write s→ µ to denote (s, µ) ∈ → and use
δ(s) to denote the set {µ | s→ µ} of successor distributions of s.
Next we recall the notion of probabilistic bisimilarity due to Segala and Lynch [33] for
probabilistic automata. Their definition exploits the notion of lifting of a relation R ⊆ S × S
on states to a relation R̃ ⊆ D(S)×D(S) on probability distributions on states, originally
introduced by Jonsson and Larsen [20], and defined by µ R̃ ν if there exists a measure-coupling
ω ∈ Ω(µ, ν) such that supp(ω) ⊆ R.
I Definition 3. A relation R ⊆ S × S is a probabilistic bisimulation if whenever s R t,
`(s) = `(t),
if s→ µ then there exists t→ ν such that µ R̃ ν, and
if t→ ν then there exists s→ µ such that µ R̃ ν.
Two states s, t ∈ S are probabilistic bisimilar, written s ∼ t, if they are related by some
probabilistic bisimulation.
2 Mémoli uses the terminology “correspondence.” To avoid confusion, we adopted the same terminology
used in [29, Section 10.6].
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Intuitively, two states are probabilistic bisimilar if they have the same label and each transition
of the one state to a distribution µ can be matched by a transition of the other state to a
distribution ν assigning the same probability to states that behave the same, and vice versa.
Probabilistic bisimilarity is an equivalence relation and the largest probabilistic bisimulation.
Deng et al. [12] proposed a family of 1-bounded pseudometrics dλ, parametric on a
discount factor λ ∈ (0, 1], called probabilistic bisimilarity pseudometrics. The pseudometrics
dλ are defined as the least fixed-point of the functions ∆λ : [0, 1]S×S → [0, 1]S×S
∆λ(d)(s, t) =
{
1 if `(s) 6= `(t)
λ · H(K(d))(δ(s), δ(t)) otherwise .
The well-definition of dλ follows by Knaster-Tarski’s fixed point theorem, given the fact that
∆λ is a monotone function on the complete partial order of [0, 1]-valued functions on S × S
ordered point-wise by d v d′ iff for all s, t ∈ S, d(s, t) ≤ d′(s, t).
The fact that probabilistic bisimilarity distances provide a quantitative generalization of
bisimilarity is captured by the following theorem due to Deng et al. [12, Corollary 2.14].
I Theorem 4. For all λ ∈ (0, 1], dλ(s, t) = 0 if and only if s ∼ t.
4 Probabilistic Bisimilarity Distance as a Simple Stochastic Game
A simple stochastic game (SSG) consists of a finite directed graph whose vertices are
partitioned into sets of 0-sinks, 1-sinks, max vertices, min vertices, and random vertices. The
game is played by two players, the max player and the min player, with a single token. At
each step of the game, the token is moved from a vertex to one of its successors. At a min
vertex the min player chooses the successor, at a max vertex the max player chooses the
successor, and at a random vertex the successor is chosen randomly according to a prescribed
probability distribution. The max player wins a play of the game if the token reaches a 1-sink
and the min player wins if the play reaches a 0-sink or continues forever without reaching
a sink. Since the game is stochastic, the max player tries to maximize the probability of
reaching a 1-sink whereas the min player tries to minimize that probability.
I Definition 5. A simple stochastic game is a tuple (V,E, P ) consisting of
a finite directed graph (V,E) such that
V is partitioned into the sets: V0 of 0-sinks, V1 of 1-sinks, Vmax of max vertices, Vmin
of min vertices, and Vrnd of random vertices;
the vertices in V0 and V1 have outdegree zero and all other vertices have outdegree at
least one, and
a function P : Vrnd → D(V ) such that for all v ∈ Vrnd and w ∈ V , P (v)(w) > 0 iff
(v, w) ∈ E.
A strategy, also known as policy, for the min player is a function σmin : Vmin → V
that assigns the target of an outgoing edge to each min vertex, that is, for all v ∈ Vmin,
(v, σmin(v)) ∈ E. Likewise, a strategy for the max player is a function σmax : Vmax → V that
assigns the target of an outgoing edge to each max vertex. These strategies are known as
pure stationary strategies. We can restrict ourselves to these strategies since both players of
a simple stochastic game have optimal strategies of this type (see, for example, [25]).
Such strategies determine a sub-game in which each max vertex and each min vertex has
outdegree one (see [11, Section 2] for details). Such a game can naturally be viewed as a
Markov chain. We write φσmin,σmax : V → [0, 1] for the function that gives the probability of
a vertex in this Markov chain to reach a 1-sink.
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Figure 1 (Top left:) A probabilistic automaton and (Right:) the associated simple stochastic
game constructed as in Definition 8 for λ = 1 (only the portion reachable from (t, u) is shown),
where 1x denotes the Dirac distribution concentrated at x.
The value function φ : V → [0, 1] of a SSG is defined as minσmin maxσmax φσmin,σmax . It is
folklore that the value function of a simple stochastic game can be characterised as the least
fixed point of the following monotone function (see, for example, [21, Section 2.2 and 2.3]).
I Definition 6. The function Φ: [0, 1]V → [0, 1]V is defined by
Φ(f)(v) =

0 if v ∈ V0
1 if v ∈ V1
max(v,w)∈E f(w) if v ∈ Vmax
min(v,w)∈E f(w) if v ∈ Vmin∑
(v,w)∈E P (v)(w) f(w) if v ∈ Vrnd
I Proposition 7. The function Φ is monotone and nonexpansive.
A Probabilistic Bisimilarity Game. Fix a probabilistic automaton A and λ ∈ (0, 1]. We
will characterise the probabilistic bisimilarity distance as values of a simple stochastic game,
which we call the probabilistic bisimilarity game, where the min player tries to show that two
states are probabilistic bisimilar, while the max player tries to prove the opposite.
In our probabilistic bisimilarity game, there is a vertex (s, t) for each pair states s and t
in A. If `(s) 6= `(t) then the vertex (s, t) is a 1-sink. Otherwise, (s, t) is a min vertex. In
this vertex, the min player selects a set R ∈ R(δ(s), δ(t)) of pairs of transitions. This set R
captures potential matchings of transitions from state s and state t. Subsequently, the max
player chooses a pair of transitions from the set R. Once the max player has chosen a pair
(µ, ν) from the set R corresponding to the transitions s→ µ and t→ ν, the min player can
choose a measure-coupling ω ∈ Ω(µ, ν). To ensure that the game graph is finite, we restrict
our attention to the vertices V (Ω(µ, ν)) of the polytope Ω(µ, ν). Such a measure-coupling ω
captures a matching of the probability distributions µ and ν. Recall that a coupling is a
probability distribution on S × S. From a random vertex ω, the game proceeds to vertex
(u, v) with probability λ ·ω(u, v) and to the 0-sink vertex ⊥ with probability 1−λ. Intuitively,
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the choices of R ∈ R(δ(s), δ(t)) and then (µ, ν) ∈ R, performed respectively by the min and
the max player, correspond to the min and max of Theorem 1; analogously, the selection of
ω ∈ V (Ω(µ, ν)) by the min player models the min in the definition of the Kantorovich lifting.
Formally, our probabilistic bisimilarity game for the automaton A is defined as follows.
I Definition 8. Let λ ∈ (0, 1]. The probabilistic bisimilarity game (V,E, P ) is defined by
V0 = {⊥},
V1 =
{
(s, t) ∈ S × S | `(s) 6= `(t)
}
,
Vmax =
⋃{
R(δ(s), δ(t)) | (s, t) ∈ Vmin
}
,
Vmin =
{
(s, t) ∈ S × S | `(s) = `(t)
}
∪
⋃{
R | R ∈ Vmax
}
,
Vrnd =
⋃{
V (Ω(µ, ν)) | (µ, ν) ∈ Vmin
}
,
E =
{
((s, t), R) | (s, t) ∈ Vmin ∧R ∈ R(δ(s), δ(t))
}
∪{
(R, (µ, ν)) | R ∈ Vmax ∧ (µ, ν) ∈ R
}
∪{
((µ, ν), ω) | (µ, ν) ∈ Vmin ∧ ω ∈ V (Ω(µ, ν))
}
∪{
(ω, (u, v)) | ω ∈ Vrnd ∧ (u, v) ∈ supp(ω)
}
∪
{
(ω,⊥) | ω ∈ Vrnd
}
,
and, for all ω ∈ Vrnd and (s, t) ∈ supp(ω), P (ω)((s, t)) = λ · ω(s, t) and P (ω)(⊥) = 1− λ.
By construction of the probabilistic bisimilarity game, there is a direct correspondence
between the function Φ from Definition 6 associated to the probabilistic bisimilarity game
and the function ∆λ from Section 3 associated to the probabilistic automaton. From this
correspondence it is straightforward that the respective least fixed points of Φ and ∆λ agree,
that is, the probabilistic bisimilarity distances of a probabilistic automaton are the values of
the corresponding vertices of the probabilistic bisimilarity game.
I Theorem 9. For all s, t ∈ S, dλ(s, t) = φ(s, t).
The proof is similar to that of [40, Theorem 14].
Consider a state pair (s, t) with s ∼ t. By Theorem 4, dλ(s, t) = 0. Hence, from
Theorem 9 we can conclude that φ(s, t) = 0. Therefore, by pre-computing probabilistic
bisimilarity, (s, t) can be represented as a 0-sink, rather than a min vertex. For example, in
Figure 1 this amounts to turn (u, u) into a 0-sink and disconnect it from its successors.
Games similar to the above introduced probabilistic bisimilarity game have been presented
in [14, 40, 15, 24]. The game presented by van Breugel and Worrell in [40] is most closely
related to our game. They also consider probabilistic automata and map a probabilistic
automaton to a simple stochastic game. The only difference is that they use the original
definition of the Hausdorff distance, whereas we use Mémoli’s alternative characterization.
The games described in [14, 15, 24] are not stochastic. Desharnais, Laviolette and Tracol
[14] define an ε-probabilistic bisimulation game for probabilistic automata, where ε > 0
captures the maximal amount of difference in behaviour that is allowed. Their measure of
difference in behaviour is incomparable to our probabilistic bisimilarity distances (see [14,
Section 6]). König and Mika-Michalski [24] generalize the game of Desharnais et al. in a
categorical setting so that it is applicable to a large class of systems including probabilistic
automata. Fijalkow, Klin and Panangaden [15] consider a more restricted class of systems,
namely systems with probabilities but without nondeterminism. In the games in [14, 15, 24]
players choose sets of states, a phenomenon that one does not encounter in our game.
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5 A Coupling Characterisation of the Bisimilarity Distance
In this section we provide an alternative characterisation for the probabilistic bisimilarity
distance dλ based on the notion of coupling structure for a probabilistic automaton. This
characterisation generalises the one by Chen et al. [8, Theorem 8] (see also [1, Theorem 8]) for
the bisimilarity pseudometric of Desharnais et al. [13] for Markov chains. Our construction
exploits Mémoli’s dual characterisation of the Hausdorff distance (Theorem 1).
I Definition 10. A coupling structure for A is a tuple C = (f, ρ) consisting of
a map f : D(S)×D(S)→ D(S×S) such that, for all µ, ν ∈ D(S), f(µ, ν) ∈ Ω(µ, ν), and
a map ρ : S × S → 2D(S)×D(S), such that for all s, t ∈ S, ρ(s, t) ∈ R(δ(s), δ(t)).
For convenience, the components f and ρ of a coupling structure will be respectively called
measure-coupling map and set-coupling map.
A coupling structure C = (f, ρ) induces a probabilistic automaton AC on S × S with
transition relation →C ⊆ (S × S)×D(S × S), defined as (s, t)→C f(µ, ν) if (µ, ν) ∈ ρ(s, t).
Let λ ∈ (0, 1]. For each C we define the function ΓCλ : [0, 1]S×S → [0, 1]S×S as
ΓCλ(d)(s, t) =
{
1 if `(s) 6= `(t)
λ ·max{
∑
u,v∈S d(u, v) · ω(u, v) | (s, t)→C ω} otherwise.
One can easily verify that ΓCλ is well-defined and monotonic. Thus, by Knaster-Tarski’s
fixed point theorem, ΓCλ has a least fixed point, denoted by γCλ . As in [1], we call γCλ the
λ-discounted discrepancy w.r.t. C or simply λ-discrepancy.
I Remark 11. Note that, γC1 (s, t) is the maximal probability of reaching a pair of states
(u, v) in the probabilistic automaton AC such that `(u) 6= `(v) by starting from the state
pair (s, t). It is well known that the maximal reachability probability can be computed
in polynomial-time as the optimal solution of a linear program (see [5, Chapter 10] or [30,
Chapter 6]). The linear program can be trivially generalized to compute γCλ , for any λ ∈ (0, 1].
I Lemma 12. Let λ ∈ (0, 1]. Then, ∆λ(γCλ) v γCλ for all coupling structures C of A.
The next lemma shows that the probabilistic bisimilarity distance can be characterised
as the λ-discrepancy for a vertex coupling structure, that is, a coupling structure C = (f, ρ)
such that f(µ, ν) ∈ V (Ω(µ, ν)) for all µ, ν ∈ D(S).
I Lemma 13. Let λ ∈ (0, 1]. Then, dλ = γCλ for some vertex coupling structure C.
I Theorem 14. Let λ ∈ (0, 1]. Then, the following hold:
1. dλ = u{γCλ | C coupling structure for A};
2. s ∼ t iff γCλ(s, t) = 0 for some vertex coupling structure C for A.
Proof. (1) follows by Knaster-Tarski’s fixed point theorem, Lemmas 12, and 13; (2) follows
by Theorem 4 and Lemma 13. J
Note that together with Lemma 13, Theorem 14.1 states that dλ can obtained as the
minimal λ-discrepancy obtained by ranging over the subset of vertex coupling structures.
I Remark 15 (On the relation with probabilistic bisimilarity games). The coupling structure char-
acterization of the distance is strongly related to the simple stochastic game characterization
presented in Section 4. Indeed, the notion of vertex coupling structure captures essentially
the strategies for the min player on a probabilistic bisimilarity game in the following sense:
the measure-coupling map component describes the strategy on the vertices of the form
(µ, ν) ∈ R for some R ∈ Vmax, while the set-coupling map deals with the description of the
strategy on the min vertices (s, t) ∈ S × S. The discrepancy γC1 captures the value w.r.t an
optimal strategy for the max player when the min player has fixed their strategy a priori.
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6 Computing the Bisimilarity Distance
We describe a procedure for computing the bisimilarity distances based on Condon’s simple
policy iteration algorithm [10]. Our procedure extends a similar one proposed in [37, 1]
for computing the bisimilarity distance of Desharnais et al. [13] for Markov chains. The
extension takes into account the additional presence of nondeterminism in the choice of
the transitions.
Condon’s simple policy iteration algorithm computes the values of a simple stochastic
game provided that the game is stopping, i.e., for each pair of strategies for the min and max
players the token reaches a 0-sink or 1-sink vertex with probability one.
As we have shown in Theorem 9, the probabilistic bisimilarity distances are the values of
the corresponding vertices in the simple stochastic game given in Definition 8. Thus, if we
prove that the game is stopping we can apply Condon’s simple policy iteration algorithm to
compute the probabilistic bisimilarity distances.
I Proposition 16. For λ ∈ (0, 1), the simple stochastic game in Definition 8 is stopping.
However, for λ = 1 the game in Definition 8 may not be stopping as shown below.
I Example 17. Consider the probabilistic automaton in Figure 1 and its associated prob-
abilistic bisimilarity game. By choosing a strategy σmax for the max player such that
σmax(R) = (1t,1u), the vertex (t, u) has probability zero to reach a sink. This can be seen
in Figure 1, since there are no paths using the edge (R, (1t,1u)) leading to a sink.
In [37], by imposing the bisimilar state pairs to be 0-sinks, for the case of Markov chains
the simple stochastic game was proven to be stopping. This method does not generalize to
probabilistic automata. Indeed, Example 17 provides a counterexample even when bisimilar
state pairs are 0-sinks.
In the remainder of the section, we provide a general algorithm to compute the bisimilarity
distance for every λ ∈ (0, 1], by adapting Condon’s simple policy iteration algorithm. Our
solution will exploit the coupling characterization of the distance discussed in Section 5.
This allows us to skip the construction of the simple stochastic game which may have size
exponential in the number of states of the automaton.
6.1 Simple Policy Iteration Strategy
Condon’s algorithm iteratively updates the strategies of the min and max players in turn, on
the basis of the current over-approximation of the value of the game. Next we show how
Condon’s policy updates can be performed directly on coupling structures.
For the update of the coupling structure, will use measure-coupling maps of the form
k(d)(µ, ν) ∈ V (Ω(µ, ν)) and a set-coupling h(d)(s, t) ∈ R(δ(s), δ(t)) such that
k(d)(µ, ν) ∈ argmin
{∑
u,v∈S ω(u, v) · d(u, v) | ω ∈ V (Ω(µ, ν))
}
, and (1)
h(d)(s, t) ∈ argmin
{
max(µ,ν)∈RK(d)(µ, ν) | R ∈ R(δ(s), δ(t))
}
. (2)
for d : S × S → [0, 1], µ, ν ∈ D(S), and s, t ∈ S.
The following lemma explains how the above ingredients can be used by the min player
to improve their strategy.
I Lemma 18. Let C = (f, ρ). If there exist s, t ∈ S such that ∆λ(γCλ)(s, t) < γCλ(s, t) then,
γDλ < γ
C
λ for a coupling structure D = (k(γCλ), ρ[(s, t)/R]), where R = h(γCλ)(s, t).
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Algorithm 1: Simple policy iteration algorithm computing dλ for λ ∈ (0, 1).
1 Initialise C = (f, ρ) as an arbitrary vertex coupling structure for A
2 while ∃(s, t).∆λ(γCλ)(s, t) < γCλ(s, t) do
3 R← h(γCλ)(s, t)
4 C ←
(
k(γCλ), ρ[(s, t)/R]
)
/* update coupling structure */
5 end
6 return γCλ /* γCλ = dλ */
Lemma 18 suggests that C = (f, ρ) can be improved by replacing the measure-coupling
map f with k(γCλ) and updating the set-coupling map ρ at (s, t) with R = h(γCλ)(s, t).
Note that a measure-coupling k(d)(µ, ν) satisfying (1) can be computed by solving a linear
program and ensuring that the optimal solution is a vertex of the polytope Ω(µ, ν) [28, 23].
A set-coupling h(d)(s, t) satisfying (2) is the following:
R = {(µ, φ(µ)) | µ ∈ δ(s)} ∪ {(ψ(ν), ν) | ν ∈ δ(t)} ∈ R(δ(s), δ(t)) , (3)
where φ, ψ are such that φ(µ) ∈ argminν∈δ(t)K(d)(µ, ν) and ψ(ν) ∈ argminµ∈δ(s)K(d)(µ, ν).
The following lemma justifies our choice of h(d)(s, t).
I Lemma 19. Let R be as in (3). Then H(K(d))(δ(s), δ(t)) = max(µ,ν)∈RK(d)(µ, ν).
I Remark 20. The update procedure entailed by Lemma 18 can be performed in polynomial-
time in the size of the probabilistic automaton A. Indeed, k(d)(µ, ν) can be obtained by
solving a transportation problem in polynomial time [28, 23]. As for h(d)(s, t), one can
obtain φ(µ) (resp. ψ(ν)) by computing K(d)(µ, ν) in polynomial time and selecting the ν
(resp. µ) ranging over δ(t) (resp. δ(s)) that achieves the minimum.
Discounted case. The simple policy iteration algorithm for computing dλ in the case λ < 1
is presented in Algorithm 1. The procedure starts by computing an initial vertex coupling
structure C0 (line 1), e.g., by using the North-West corner method in polynomial time (see
[35, pg. 180]). Then it continues by iteratively generating a sequence C0, C1, . . . , Cn of vertex
coupling structures where dλ = γCnλ . At each iteration, the current coupling structure Ci
is tested for optimality (line 2) by checking whether the corresponding λ-discrepancy γCiλ
is a fixed point for ∆λ. If there exists (s, t) ∈ S violating the equality γCiλ = ∆λ(γ
Ci
λ ), it
constructs Ci+1 by updating Ci at (s, t) as prescribed by Lemma 18 (line 4). This guarantees
that γCiλ = γ
Ci+1
λ , i.e., a strict improvement of the λ-discrepancy towards the minimal one.
Termination follows by the fact that there are only finitely many vertex coupling structures
for A. Furthermore, the correctness of the output of the algorithm is due to the fact that,
∆λ has a unique fixed point when 0 ≤ λ < 1.
I Theorem 21. Let λ ∈ (0, 1). Algorithm 1 is terminating and computes dλ.
Undiscounted case. For λ = 1, the termination condition of the simple policy-iteration
algorithm of Section 6.1 is not sufficient to guarantee correctness, since Algorithm 1 may
terminate prematurely by returning a fixed point of ∆1 that is not the minimal one.
Towards a way to obtain a stronger termination condition, we introduce the notion of
self-closed relations w.r.t. a fixed point for ∆1, originally due to [16].
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I Definition 22. A relation M ⊆ S × S is self-closed w.r.t. d = ∆1(d) if, whenever s M t,
`(s) = `(t) and d(s, t) > 0,
if s→ µ and d(s, t) = minν′∈δ(t)K(d)(µ, ν′) then there exists t→ ν and ω ∈ Ω(µ, ν) such
that d(s, t) =
∑
u,v∈S d(u, v) · ω(u, v) and supp(ω) ⊆M ,
if t→ ν and d(s, t) = minµ′∈δ(s)K(d)(µ′, ν) then there exists s→ µ and ω ∈ Ω(µ, ν) such
that d(s, t) =
∑
u,v∈S d(u, v) · ω(u, v) and supp(ω) ⊆M .
Two states are self-closed w.r.t d, written s ≈d t, if they are related by some self-closed
relation w.r.t. d.
It can be easily shown that ≈d is the largest self-closed relation w.r.t. d. Note that the
concept of self-closeness above is defined only for fixed points of ∆1. As remarked in [16],
the largest self-closed relation ≈d can be computed in polynomial time by using partition
refinement techniques similar to those employed to compute the largest bisimilarity relation.
The next lemma states that if for a fixed point d = ∆1(d) the relation ≈d is nonempty,
then d is not the least fixed point of ∆1.
I Lemma 23. Let d = ∆1(d). If there exists a nonempty self-closed relation M w.r.t. d, then
there exists dM < d such that ∆1(dM ) v dM . Moreover, dM can be computed in polynomial
time in the size of the probabilistic automaton A.
The proof of Lemma 23 is essentially that of [16, Theorem 3]. Given a nonempty self-closed
relation M w.r.t. d, the above result can be used to obtain a prefix point of ∆1, namely dM ,
that improves d towards the search of the least fixed point. The prefix point dM of Lemma 23
is obtained from d by subtracting a constant θ > 0 from all the distances computed at pairs
of states in M :
dM (s, t) =
{
d(s, t)− θ if (s, t) ∈M ,
d(s, t) if (s, t) /∈M ,
where θ is the maximal value satisfying the following set of inequalities
θ ≤ d(s, t)− min
ν′∈δ(t)
K(d)(µ, ν′) for all (s, t) ∈M and µ ∈ δ(s),
θ ≤ d(s, t)− min
µ′∈δ(s)
K(d)(µ′, ν) for all (s, t) ∈M and ν ∈ δ(t),
θ ≤ d(s, t) for all (s, t) ∈M .
The fact that dM is a prefix point follows since M is a self-closed relation.
The following lemma provides us with a termination condition for the simple policy
iteration algorithm to compute d1. Indeed, according to it, if d is a fixed point of ∆1, we
can assert that d is equal to bisimilarity distance d1 by simply checking that the maximal
self-closed relation w.r.t. d is empty.
I Lemma 24. If d = ∆1(d) and ≈d = ∅, then d = d1.
Algorithm 2 extends the procedure described in Section 6.1 by encapsulating the policy
iteration update (lines 4–7) into an outer-loop (lines 3–15) that is responsible to check whether
the fixed point γCi1 returned is the minimal one. According to Lemma 12, ∆1(γ
Ci
1 ) v γ
Ci
1 .
Hence, when we reach line 8, we have that ∆1(γCi1 ) = γ
Ci
1 . Therefore, by Lemmas 23 and 24,
γCi1 = d1 if and only if M = ≈γCi1 is empty. If M is empty, we set the variable isMin to
true (line 10) causing the outer-loop to terminate. Otherwise, we construct d = (γCi1 )M as in
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Algorithm 2: Simple policy iteration algorithm computing d1.
1 Initialise C = (f, ρ) as an arbitrary vertex coupling structure for A
2 isMin← false
3 while ¬isMin do
4 while ∃(s, t).∆1(γC1 )(s, t) < γC1 (s, t) do
5 R← h(γC1 )(s, t)
6 C ←
(
k(γC1 ), ρ[(s, t)/R]
)
/* update coupling structure */
7 end
8 Let M ← ≈γC1 /* note that γ
C
1 = ∆1(γC1 ) */
9 if M = ∅ then
10 isMin← true /* γC1 = d1 */
11 else
12 Compute d = (γC1 )M as in Lemma 23
13 Re-initialise C as a vertex coupling structure s.t. ΓC1 (d) = ∆1(d)
14 end
15 end
16 return γC1
Lemma 23 (line 12) and re-start the inner-loop from a vertex coupling structure Ci+1 such
that ΓCi+11 (d) = ∆1(d) (line 13) (e.g., by using Ci+1 = (k(d), ρ) where ρ(s, t) = h(d)(s, t) for
all s, t ∈ S). As proven in Theorem 25, γCi1 = γ
Ci+1
1 . This guarantees a strict improvement of
the discrepancy towards the minimal one. Termination of Algorithm 2 is justified by similar
arguments as for the discounted case.
I Theorem 25. Algorithm 2 is terminating and computes d1.
6.2 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the simple policy iteration algorithms on
a collection of randomly generated probabilistic automata. All the algorithms have been
implemented in Java and the source code is publicly available3.
The performance of Algorithm 1 has been compared with an implementation of the value
iteration algorithm proposed by Fu [16, Section 4]. This algorithm works as follows. Starting
from the bottom element, it iteratively applies ∆λ to the current distance function generating
the increasing chain 0 v ∆λ(0) v ∆2λ(0) v · · · v ∆
k−1
λ (0) v ∆kλ(0).
For each input instance, the comparison involves the following steps:
1. We run Algorithm 1, storing execution time, the number of solved transportation problems,
and the number of coupling structures generated during the execution (i.e., the number
of times a λ-discrepancy has been computed);
2. Then, on the same instance, we execute the value iteration algorithm until the running time
exceeds that of step 1. We report the execution time, the number of solved transportation
problems, and the number of iterations.
3. Finally, we report the error maxs,t∈S |dλ(s, t)−d(s, t)| between the distance dλ computed
in step 1 and the approximate result d obtained in step 2.
3 https://bitbucket.org/discoveri/probabilistic-bisimilarity-distances-probabilistic-
automata
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Table 1 Comparison between Simple Policy and Value Iteration Algorithm. Average performance
conducted on 100 randomly generated automata with number of states n = 10..50, nondeterministic
out-degree k = 1..3, and probabilistic out-degree p = 2..3. Discount λ = 0.8; accuracy 0.000001.
n = |S| Simple Policy Iteration Value Iteration Error
time (sec) # TP # C time (sec) # TP # Iter
10 0.254 356.3 23.2 0.291 733.3 4.3 0.06005
11 0.383 454 29 0.426 987 4.8 0.04971
12 0.549 564.5 35.3 0.613 1226.5 5 0.05156
13 0.742 678.5 42.6 0.820 1480 5.5 0.05252
14 1.099 809.6 50 1.212 1877.5 5.8 0.04841
15 1.668 957.8 58.6 1.879 2160.8 6 0.05431
20 4.405 1883.3 111 6.892 4661 7.8 0.03198
30 42.392 4570.2 251.2 44.263 14625.4 11 0.02026
40 160.725 8569.5 474.5 169.457 30713.6 14.4 0.00459
50 473.598 13877 748.6 490.575 56155.2 16,8 0.01224
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Figure 2 Average performance for the Simple Policy Iteration Algorithm conducted on 100
randomly generated automata varying number of states n = 10..50, nondeterministic out-degree
k = 1..3, and probabilistic out-degree p = 2..3. Discount factor λ = 0.8; accuracy 0.000001.
This has been done for a collection of automata varying from 10 to 50 states. For each
n = 10, . . . , 50, we considered 100 randomly generated probabilistic automata, varying
probabilistic out-degree and nondeterministic out-degree. Table 1 reports the average results
of the comparison. Our algorithm is able to compute the solution before value iteration can
under-approximate it with an error ranging from 0.004 to 0.06 which is a non negligible error
considering that we fixed λ = 0.8 and the distance has values in [0, 1].
Furthermore in Figure 2 we observe that the execution time of the simple policy iteration
algorithm is particularly influenced by the degree of nondeterminism of the automaton. This
may be explained by the fact that the current implementation uses a linear program for
computing the λ-discrepancy (cf. Remark 11) which has O(n2k2) variables and O(n2k2)
constraints where n and k are the number of states and the nondeterministic out-degree of
the automaton, respectively.
Algorithm 2 extends the simple policy iteration algorithms proposed in [1, 37] for Markov
chains. As pointed out in [36], implementations based on the decision procedure for the
existential fragment of the first-order theory of the reals fail to handle Markov chains with a
handful of states. For probabilistic automata, the algorithms in [6, 7] suffer from the same
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Table 2 Average performance of Algorithm 2 conducted on 100 randomly generated automata
with number of states n = 10..50, nondeterministic out-degree k = 1..3, and probabilistic out-degree
p = 2..3. Discount λ = 1; accuracy 0.000001.
n = |S| time (sec) # TP # C # outer-loops
10 0.310 392.6 23.8 1
11 0.460 509 30.3 1
12 0.665 651.5 37.2 1
13 0.921 807 44.5 1
14 1.205 952.6 51.5 1
15 1.657 1158.2 59.8 1
20 7.633 2278.5 108.8 1
30 29.430 4880.2 207 1
40 121.855 8245.3 340.3 1
50 381.563 12938 532.5 1
problem. The performance of Algorithm 2 is comparable to that of Algorithm 1 (cf. Table 2).
Despite the fact that the simple policy algorithm is not guaranteed to be sound when the
discount factor equals one, our experiments show that in practice a single iteration of the
outer-loop of Algorithm 2 is often sufficient to yield the correct solution.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a novel characterization of the probabilistic bisimilarity distance of Deng et
al. [12] as the solution of a simple stochastic game. Starting from it, we designed algorithms
for computing the distances based on Condon’s simple policy iteration algorithm. The
correctness of Condon’s approach relies on the assumption that the input game is stopping.
This may not be the case for our probabilistic bisimilarity games when the discount factor is
one. We overcame this problem by means of an improved termination condition based on
the notion of self-closed relation due to Fu [17].
As in [37], our simple policy iteration algorithm has exponential worst-case time complexity.
Nevertheless, experiments show that our method can compete in practice with the value
iteration algorithm by Fu [17] which has theoretical polynomial-time complexity for λ < 1.
To the best of our knowledge, our algorithm is the first practical solution for computing the
bisimilarity distance when λ = 1, performing orders of magnitude faster than the existing
solutions based on the existential fragment of the first-order theory of the reals [6, 7, 9].
As future work, we plan to improve upon the current implementation in the line of [38], by
exploiting the fact that bisimilar states and probabilistic distance one [39] can be efficiently
pre-computed before to start the policy iteration. We believe that this would yield a significant
cut down in the time required to compute the discrepancy at each iteration which turned
out to be the bottleneck of our algorithms.
More efficient algorithms might lead to the speedup of verification tools for concurrent
probabilistic systems, as behavioral distances relate to the satisfiability of logical properties.
For the case of Markov chains, in [8, 2] the variational difference between two states with
respect to their probability of satisfying linear-time properties (eg., LTL formulas) is shown to
be bound by the (undiscounted) probabilistic bisimilarity distance. Some preliminary results
show that a similar bound holds also for probabilistic automata, though with additional
subtleties that arise by the need of resolving the non-determinism.
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We also plan to extend the work on approximated minimization [3, 4] to the case of
probabilistic automata and explore the possible relation between the probabilistic bisimilarity
distance with more expressive logics for concurrent probabilistic systems [6, 7, 27].
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